Khalīl al-Murādī, states that al-Nābulusī "is the greatest among those for whom I have written biographies in terms of knowledge (ʿilm) and in being close to God (walāya)," and this is confirmed by the fact that his name dominates the lists of teachers of the major scholars whose biographies appear in Murādī's dictionary.4 He undertook four trips for which he wrote travel narratives. These travel narratives are in a long tradition of Muslim travel accounts or riḥlas, a genre extending back to the writings of great medieval travelers like Ibn Jubayr in the twelfth/thirteenth centuries and Ibn Baṭṭūṭa in the fourteenth century. Al-Nābulusī's travel accounts are part of the development of "a new kind of mystical travel literature" with al-Nābulusī being "the best-known exponent of Arabic travel writing in which Sufi interests feature prominently."5 He recounts his meetings with living Sufis and his visits to the graves of past Sufi masters. At the same time, his narratives provide interesting insights into his activities as a scholar as he is "networking" among his peers in the world of Muslim intellectuals and teachers. 
